FROM: 2AZL  
TO:  DIST  
SUBJ: NCIS-2/(2AZV) STAAT LANT VA BEACH DETACHMENT DATA SHEET  
MAILING ADDRESS LOCAL ADDRESS  
1430 HELICOPTER RD STE 250 BLDG 3801 JEB LITTLE CREEK-FORT STORY  
VA BEACH, VA 23459 1430 HELICOPTER RD STE 250  
VA BEACH, VA 23459  
TELEPHONES COMMERCIAL DSN  
OFFICE (757) 462-8925/7893 (312)253-8925/7893  
UNCLAS FAX (757) 462-4997  
MSG PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERV STAAT NORFOLK VA OFFICE CODE: 2AZV  
UIC: 63055  
TERRITORIAL COVERAGE:  
CONNECTICUT, ILLINOIS, INDIANA, KENTUCKY, MAINE, MASSACHUSETTS, MICHIGAN, NEW HAMPSHIRE, NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, RHODE ISLAND, VERMONT, AND WISCONSIN.  
EASTERN CANADA TO INCLUDE: PROVINCES OF ONTARIO, QUEBEC, NEW BRUNSWICK, NEWFOUNDLAND, NOVA SCOTIA AND PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.  
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: ALL AREAS  
MARYLAND COUNTIES: ALLEGANY, CHARLES, FREDERICK, GARRETT, PRINCE GEORGE'S, WASHINGTON  
VIRGINIA COUNTIES: ARLINGTON, CAROLINE, CLARKE, CULPEPPER, ESSEX, FAIRFAX, FAUQUIER, FREDERICK, GREENE, KING GEORGE, LANCASTER, LOUDOUN, MADISON, NORTH CUMBERLAND, ORANGE, PAGE, PRINCE WILLIAM, RAPPAHANNOCK, RICHMOND, ROCKINGHAM, SHENANDOAH, SPOTSylvANIA, STAFFORD, WARREN, WESTMORELAND.  
WEST VIRGINIA COUNTIES: BARBOUR, BERKELEY, DODD RIDGE, GRANT, HAMPShIRE, HARDY, HARRISON, JEFFERSON, MARION, MINERAL, MONONGALIA, MORGAN, PLEASANTS, PRESTON, RITCHIE, TAYLOR, TUCKER, TYLER, WETZEL, WOOD.  
DISTRIBUTION  
INFO: WWSSD
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION                                        15JAN16

FROM: 2GJQ                                          GEN: 02G-0001

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE TECHNICAL SERVICES KEY PERSONNEL DATA SHEET

MAILING ADDRESS:
NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE HEADQUARTERS CODE 2GJQ RUSSELL KNOX BUILDING
27130 TELEGRAPH ROAD
QUANTICO VA 22134-2253

ALL EMAILS SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO: (b)(6)

STE: (b)(6)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>CONTACT INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b)(6)
15JAN16

SUBJ: NCIS-2: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE TECHNICAL SERVICES KEY PERSONNEL D

HAWAII
MAILING ADDRESS:
NCIS HAWAII
ATTN Code 2GJV
449 SOUTH AVE
PEARL HARBOR HI 96860

NORFOLK
MAILING ADDRESS:
NCIS OCEANA
ATTN CODE 2GJT
1801 TOMCAT BLVD
ALL DISCUSSIONS OF PENDING TSCM REQUESTS, SCHEDULING AND INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES ARE CLASSIFIED MINIMUM SECRET/NOFORN PER DODINST 5240.05
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

FROM: 2PZP

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2: (2PZP) NCIS SECURITY TRAINING, ASSISTANCE, ASSESSMENT TEAM PACIFIC FIELD OFFICE KEY PERSONNEL

MAILING ADDRESS
SECURITY SPECIALIST IN CHARGE
PO BOX 357053
SAN DIEGO CA 92135-7053

LOCAL ADDRESS

TELEPHONES:
COMMERCIAL: (CONUS 011) DSN: 312
OFFICE   (619) 545-9427/8934 735/577
AFTER HOURS (619) 204-1116 (LCDR OPERATIONS OFFICER)
UNCLAS FACSIMILE (619) 545-6166 735-6166
STE

STAAT PAC PERSONNEL (UIC) 63057

SECURITY SPECIALIST IN CHARGE
SUBJ: NCIS-2: (2PZP) NCIS SECURITY TRAINING, ASSISTANCE, ASSESSMENT
STAAAT PAC SINGAPORE DETACHMENT (UIC) 40484 DSN:

STAAAT PAC YOKOSUKA DETACHMENT (UIC) 0765A DSN:

STAAAT PAC MANILA UNIT

DMS: PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERV STAAT SAN DIEGO CA/2PZP//

SSD ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION CODE: /2PZP//

SUBORDINATE OFFICES:

STAAAT PAC NORTHWEST DETACHMENT (2PZA)
STAAAT PAC SINGAPORE DETACHMENT (2PZS)
STAAAT PAC MANILA UNIT (2PZI)

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
PAGE 2

08DEC15

SUBJ: NCIS-2: (2PZP) NCIS SECURITY TRAINING, ASSISTANCE, ASSESSMENT

STAAAT PAC FAR EAST DETACHMENT (2PZY)

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE:
THE GEOGRAPHICAL AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY OF NCIS STAAT PAC INCLUDES AREAS ASSIGNED TO NCIS SOUTHWEST FIELD OFFICE, NORTHWEST FIELD OFFICE, SINGAPORE FIELD OFFICE, FAR EAST FIELD OFFICE, HAWAII FIELD OFFICE, AND MARINE CORPS WEST FIELD OFFICE.

ADDRESSES FOR STAAT PAC OFFICES:

NCIS STAAT SAN DIEGO FIELD OFFICE
P O BOX 350753
SAN DIEGO CA 92135-7053

OR

NCIS FAR EAST FIELD OFFICE
ATTN SSS
PSC 473 BOX 76
FPO AP 96349-0076

OR

NCIS STAAT FAR EAST OFFICE

OR FOR FED EX

NCIS FAR EAST FIELD OFFICE

NCIS SINGAPORE OFFICE
08DEC15

SUBJ: NCIS-2: (2PZP) NCIS SECURITY TRAINING, ASSISTANCE, ASSESSMENT

OR

FLEET LOGISTIC CENTER YOKOSUKA
SITE SINGAPORE
PSA SEMBAWANG TERMINAL
DEPTFORD ROAD BLDG-7-4
SINGAPORE 759657
M/F: (b)(6)

NCISRA MANILA OFFICE

(b)(6)

OR

CHANCERY BUILDING
AMERICAN EMBASSY MANILA
1201 ROXAS BLVD., ERMITA MANILA, 1000, PHILIPPINES

DISTRIBUTION:
//WWSSD//
NCIS-2: (0021) COMBATING TERRORISM DIRECTORATE KEY PERSONNEL DATA SHEET

MAILING ADDRESS
NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
HEADQUARTERS (NCISHQ CODE 0021)
716 SICARD ST., SE, SUITE 2000
WASHINGTON NAVY YARD, BLDG 111
WASHINGTON, DC  20388-5380

TELEPHONES
DSN PREFIX:  288/325 FOR 685 NUMBERS
OFFICE:      202-433-9077
UNCLASS FAX: 202-433-9147
CLASS FAX:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE/PERSONNEL</th>
<th>TELEPHONE NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 COMBATING TERRORISM DIRECTORATE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR</td>
<td>OFFICE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CELL:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR</td>
<td>OFFICE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CELL:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOME:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVISION CHIEF</td>
<td>OFFICE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CELL:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOME:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERVISORY SPECIAL AGENT</td>
<td>OFFICE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CELL:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE DEPT REPRESENTATIVE</td>
<td>OFFICE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CELL:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOME:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUDGET/TRAVEL</td>
<td>OFFICE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VACANT TEMP POC</td>
<td>CELL:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAD INVESTIGATIONS REVIEW SPECIALIST</td>
<td>OFFICE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CELL:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21A1 PHYSICAL SECURITY/ANTI-TERRORISM DIVISION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVISION CHIEF</td>
<td>OFFICE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CELL:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAAT TRAINING PROGRAM MANAGER</td>
<td>OFFICE:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VACANT</td>
<td>CELL:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOME:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAAT CNOIVA PROGRAM MANAGER</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAAT MSC-ISA PROGRAM MANAGER</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAAT PIVA PROGRAM MANAGER</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESK OFFICER (FPD MATTERS)</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJTTF DEPUTY UNIT CHIEF</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVISION CHIEF, SENIOR REP - FBIHQ, CTD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTL TERRORISM OPERATIONS SECTION</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OARDEC REPRESENTATIVE</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNO SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (SOCOM)</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNO CENTRAL COMMAND (CENTCOM)</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21B CT OPERATIONS AND INVESTIGATIONS DEPARTMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21B PACIFIC DIVISION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVISION CHIEF</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNO SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (SOCOM)</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNO CENTRAL COMMAND (CENTCOM)</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21B ATLANTIC DIVISION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVISION CHIEF</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPERVISORY_SPECIAL_AGENT_OPS/INV</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION                                                           26FEB15

FROM: 0022                                          GEN: 22-0003

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (0022) NATIONAL SECURITY DIRECTORATE KEY PERSONNEL
      DATA SHEET

MAILING ADDRESS
NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
HEADQUARTERS (NCISHQ CODE 0022)
27130 TELEGRAPH ROAD
QUANTICO, VA 22134

TELEPHONES
DSN PREFIX: INCOMING 240-XXXX (LAST 4)
            OUTGOING 94-XXX-XXXX (CONUS)
            OUTGOING 94-312-XXX-XXXX (OCONUS)
OFFICE:  571-305-9689 (TEMP)
UNCLASS FAX:  571-305-9574
SECURE FAX:  (b)(6)

NAVMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERVHQ NSD QUANTICO VA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE/PERSONNEL</th>
<th>TELEPHONE NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT DIRECTORATE</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSISTANT DIRECTOR</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENIOR POLICY ADVISOR</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVE</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
26FEB15

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (0022) NATIONAL SECURITY DIRECTORATE KEY PERSONNEL DATA

DIVISION CHIEF

SUPERVISORY SPECIAL AGENT PROGRAMS/POLICY

FPD PROGRAM MANAGER

FOSO

22B INVESTIGATIONS

DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

DIVISION CHIEF
SUBJ: NCIS-2 (0022) NATIONAL SECURITY DIRECTORATE KEY PERSONNEL DATA

SUPERVISORY SPECIAL AGENT OPS OFFICE: (b)(6)

26FEB15
SR. NCIS REP, OUSN, DUSN

DIVISION CHIEF, SENSITIVE PRO. INTIGRATION

22D CYBER & DEFENSE CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROTECTION

DIVISION CHIEF PROGRAMS

SUPERVISORY SPECIAL AGENT

CYBER TECH PROGRAM MANAGER

VACANT

COMPUTER LAW AND NATIONAL SECURITY

NCIS REP TO CYBERCOM J2X

NCIS REP TO FCC/C10F

NCIS REP TO FBI NCIJTF

22 ANALYTIC DIVISION

SUPERVISORY INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST

SUPERVISORY INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST

22 LEGAL DIVISION

NATIONAL SECURITY LAW
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 27OCT15

FROM: 0023  GEN: 23-0037

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2 CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS DIRECTORATE KEY PERSONNEL DATA SHEET

MAILING ADDRESS
NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE HQ  LOCAL ADDRESS
ATTN: CODE 23  Same as mailing
27130 Telegraph Road
Quantico, VA 22134

TELEPHONES
DSN PREFIX: INCOMING 240-XXXX (LAST 4)
OUTGOING 94-XXX-XXXX (CONUS)
OUTGOING 94-312-XXX-XXXX (OCONUS)
OFFICE:
UNCLASS FAX:
SECURE FAX:

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS DIRECTORATE (0023)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PERSONNEL</th>
<th>CONTACT NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Executive Assistant Director</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Judge Advocate/Ethics Counselor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 23A - ECONOMIC CRIMES DEPARTMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PERSONNEL</th>
<th>CONTACT NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Assistant Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23A1 Div Chief</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 23B - CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS AND OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PERSONNEL</th>
<th>CONTACT NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Assistant Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
23B1 Div Chief, DEATH/VIOLENT CRI COLD CASE

23B2 Div Chief, F&SV/TMU/Insider T

23B2 SSA, F&SV/TMU/Insider T

23B3 Div Chief, OPS/Transnational Cr

23C - PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PERSONNEL</th>
<th>CONTACT NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Assistant Director,</td>
<td></td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
23D - LAW ENFORCEMENT, PROTECTION, ASSESSMENTS AND SECURITY TRAINING DIVISION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PERSONNEL</th>
<th>CONTACT NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Assistant Director LE/Prot Assessment/Security Training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23D1Div Chief LE/Protection/A Security Training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23D1 SSA, NJIS/MSA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23D1 SSA, NJIS/Port Visit S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ: All Directorates and Departments
INFO: WWSSD
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 20JAN16

FROM: 0025  GEN: 25-0003

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2/DIRECTORATE OF INTELLIGENCE AND INFORMATION SHARING KEY PERSONNEL AND DATA SHEET (0025)

MAILING AND LOCAL ADDRESS
NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
HEADQUARTERS (NCISHQ CODE 0025)
27130 TELEGRAPH RD
QUANTICO, VA 22134

TELEPHONES
DIIS/MTAC WATCH 571-305-4777/4950
DIIS/MTAC LE DESK 571-305-4900
DSN PREFIX: INCOMING 240-XXXX (LAST 4)
OUTGOING 94-XXX-XXXX (CONUS)
OUTGOING 94-312-XXX-XXXX (OCONUS)
UNCLASS FACSIMILE 571-305-4895
SECURE FACSIMILE (b)(6)

DIRECTORATE OF INTELLIGENCE AND INFORMATION SHARING (0025)

Executive Assistant Director, DIIS

(b)(6)

Assistant Director, DIIS

(b)(6)

SIO/DISL
20JAN16

SUBJ: NCIS-2/DIRECTORATE OF INTELLIGENCE AND INFORMATION SHARING KE
20JAN16

SUBJ: NCIS-2/DIRECTORATE OF INTELLIGENCE AND INFORMATION SHARING KE
SIS, Collection & Source Management

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS DIRECTORATE

Division Chief, Criminal Intelligence Data Analysis

SIS, Operations & Investigations Support

25D - THREAT WARNING & ANALYSIS

Division Chief - Biometrics/D-DEx/LInX, Biometrics and eGuardian

Division Chief, MTAC Current Intelligence/ Americas

SIS, Americas
VACANT

Division Chief, Pacific

SIS, Pacific
20JAN16

SUBJ: NCIS-2/DIRECTORATE OF INTELLIGENCE AND INFORMATION SHARING KE

SIS, Europe/Africa Division

SIS, Middle East

Division Chief, Production

**DIIS SUPPORT TO FIELD COMPONENTS**

GLOBAL OPERATIONS

SIO, EADGLOBAL
20JAN16

SUBJ: NCIS-2/DIRECTORATE OF INTELLIGENCE AND INFORMATION SHARING KE
SUBJ: NCIS-2/DIRECTORATE OF INTELLIGENCE AND INFORMATION SHARING KE

SIO, Northwest Field Office

(b)(6)

SIO, Hawaii Field Office

(b)(6)

SIO, Southwest Field Office

(b)(6)

IS, Marine West Field Office

(b)(6)

25X- GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT

Division Chief, Engagement

(b)(6)
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION          04SEP15

FROM: CALE                                      GEN: LE-0014

TO: DIST

SUBJ: CAFO KEY PERSONNEL LISTING

MAILING ADDRESS:
SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE
NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
Bldg. H-32 JULIAN C. SMITH DRIVE
CAMP LEJEUNE NC  28547

DMS PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERVFO CAROLINAS CAMP LEJEUNE NC

TELEPHONES: COMMERCIAL: (910) 451-8600  DSN: 751-8600 UNCLASS FAX: (910) 451-8206

(b)(6)
04SEP15

SUBJ: CAFO KEY PERSONNEL LISTING
04SEP15

SUBJ: CAFO KEY PERSONNEL LISTING

FIELD COMPUTER SPECIALIST - VACANT
OFFICE: (b)(6)
MOBILE: (b)(6)
RESIDENCE:

INVESTIGATIVE SPECIALIST (CI/CT)
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION                                        17JUL15

FROM:  CALE                                          GEN:  LE-0010

TO:   DIST

SUBJ:  CAFO KEY PERSONNEL LISTING  **CORRECTED COPY**

MAILING ADDRESS:
SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE
NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
H 32 JULIAN C SMITH DRIVE
CAMP LEJEUNE NC  28547

DMS PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERVFO CAROLINAS CAMP LEJEUNE NC

TELEPHONES:  COMMERCIAL: (910) 451-8600  DSN:  751-8600 UNCLASS FAX:  (910) 451-8206
17JUL15

SUBJ: CAFO KEY PERSONNEL LISTING **CORRECTED COPY**
17JUL15

SUBJ: CAFO KEY PERSONNEL LISTING **CORRECTED COPY**
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 04NOV15

FROM: 0000 GEN: 00-0017

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS 2 (CODE 00) EXECUTIVE STAFF KEY PERSONNEL

MAILING ADDRESS

Naval Criminal Investigative Service
Russell-Knox Building
27130 Telegraph Road
Quantico, VA 22134
(571) 305-9000 (Front Office)
(571) 305-9115 (Facsimile)

SENIOR LEADERSHIP

Director
SA Andrew Traver (SES)

(b)(6)

Executive Assistant, Director

(b)(6)

Deputy Director
SA Mark Ridley (SES)

(b)(6)
04NOV15

SUBJ: NCIS 2 (CODE 00) EXECUTIVE STAFF KEY PERSONNEL
Senior Intelligence Officer 02G/ Global Operations Mr. (b)(6)

Executive Assistant Director, Criminal Investigations and Operations Directorate SA Andy Hogan (SES) (b)(6)

Assistant Director, Criminal Investigations and Operations Directorate SA (b)(6)

Executive Assistant Director, Intelligence and Information Sharing Directorate SA Chris Cote (DISL) (b)(6)

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
PAGE   2

04NOV15

SUBJ: NCIS 2 (CODE 00) EXECUTIVE STAFF KEY PERSONNEL

Senior Intelligence Officer, Intelligence and Information Sharing Directorate Mr. Rick Karakadze (DISL) (b)(6)

Assistant Director, Intelligence and Information Sharing Directorate SA Mark Russ (b)(6)
Executive Assistant Director, Atlantic Operations SA Chuck May (SES)

Executive Assistant, Executive Assistant Director, Atlantic Operations SA

Acting Executive Assistant Director, Pacific Operations SA

Executive Assistant, Executive Assistant Director, Pacific Operations Vacant

Acting Executive Assistant Director, National Security Directorate SA

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

PAGE 3

04NOV15

SUBJ: NCIS 2 (CODE 00) EXECUTIVE STAFF KEY PERSONNEL

Chief, Strategic Planning
04NOV15

SUBJ: NCIS 2 (CODE 00) EXECUTIVE STAFF KEY PERSONNEL

Comptroller

Communications Director

Ombudsman

Senior Representative, SECNAV/OPNAV Staffs SA

Assistant Director, Human Resources Directorate SA
04NOV15

SUBJ: NCIS 2 (CODE 00) EXECUTIVE STAFF KEY PERSONNEL

Assistant Director - Manpower, Planning and Support Mr.

Commanding Officer, Office of Military Support CAPT

Senior Representative, USMC HQ Staff
Supervisory Executive Assistant

(b)(6)

Lead Executive Staff Assistant

(b)(6)

Executive Staff Assistant
Vacant

(b)(6)

Executive Staff Assistant (Pentagon)

(b)(6)

Distribution:
NCISHQ: ALL DEPARTMENTS AND DIRECTORATES
INFO: WWSSD/AFLT
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION                                      01DEC15
FROM:  011C                                             GEN:  11C-0027
TO:  DISTRIBUTION
SUBJ:  MANPOWER, PLANNING AND SUPPORT DIRECTORATE KEY PERSONNEL AND DATA SHEET

NCIS-2: MANPOWER, PLANNING AND SUPPORT DIRECTORATE KEY PERSONNEL AND DATA SHEET

MAILING ADDRESS
NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE HQ
ATTN: CODE 11C
27130 TELEGRAPH ROAD
QUANTICO, VA 22134

Manpower, Planning & Support (MPS)

(b)(6)

11A - SECURITY & FACILITIES

(b)(6)
SUBJ: MANPOWER, PLANNING AND SUPPORT DIRECTORATE KEY PERSONNEL AND D

11A3

11B - ACQUISITION & LOGISTICS
Procurement Analyst

11B1

VACANT
Chief, Logistics Division

11B2
Arms & Ammunition Branch Mgr.

Supply & Services Branch Mgr.

11C - ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES & RECORDS MANAGEMENT

Office Manager

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
PAGE 2

01DEC15

SUBJ: MANPOWER, PLANNING AND SUPPORT DIRECTORATE KEY PERSONNEL AND D
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 02DEC15

FROM: 0000                      GEN: 15-0003

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (CODE 15) INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) DIRECTORATE KEY PERSONNEL DATA SHEET

MAILING ADDRESS
NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
ATTN: CODE 15
RUSSELL-KNOX BUILDING
27130 TELEGRAPH ROAD
QUANTICO, VA 22134

UNCLAS FAX: 571-305-9994

IT SOLUTIONS CENTER: 571-305-9999
ITSC@ncis.navy.mil

Navy-ITWatch Desk
(Afterhours ITSC - Help Desk)
COML: 571-305-9438
DSN: 310-240-9438
UNCLAS FAX: COML: 571-305-9431

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION/CODE</th>
<th>KEY PERSONNEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Director/Chief Information Officer</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Assistant Director/Information Management</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supervisory Program Analyst
Administrative Management

Division Chief
IT Governance (15A1)

Division Chief
Enterprise Security (15A2)

Deputy Assistant Director
Chief Technology Officer (15B)

Division Chief
IT Project Management (15A3)

Division Chief
Technology Development (15B)

Deputy Assistant Director
Enterprise Services (15C)

Division Chief
IT Operations (15C1)

Supervisory IT Specialist
IT System ADMN Branch (15C2)

Supervisory Telecommunications Specialist
IT Network/Messaging Support (15C3)
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION                                      27OCT15

FROM: FEAJ                                          GEN: AJ-0002

TO: DISTRIBUTION

SUBJ: NCIS-2 CHANGE OF ADCON/OPCON FOR USS RONALD REAGAN (CVN-76)

NOTE: NCISRA USS RONALD REAGAN HAS TRANSFERRED TO THE FAR EAST AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY. FEFO HAS ASSUMED ADCON/OPCON FOR USS RONALD REAGAN (CVN-76)

ADCON: FEFO                        OPCON: FEFO

PARENT NCISFO: FEFO
PARENT NCISRA: FEAJ

USS RONALD REAGAN (CVN-76) is no longer homeported in San Diego, California, and as of 01Oct15, is homeported in Yokosuka, Japan. The previous Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) code SWXP, assigned to NCISRU RONALD REAGAN (CVN-76), is no longer accurate or valid. Due to the imminent implementation of the Navy Justice Information System (NJIS), no new CLEOC code for NCISRU RONALD REAGAN (CVN-76) will be created by NCISHQ. Therefore, for administrative purposes and oversight during the interim period, all leads intended for NCISRU RONALD REAGAN (CVN-76) should be directed to FEAJ for completion.

MAILING ADDRESS:
NCISRU RONALD REAGAN (CVN-76)
ATTN SPECIAL AGENT AFLOAT
USS RONALD REAGAN (CVN-76)
FPO AP 96616
**GENERAL ADMINISTRATION**

**FROM:** CBFO  
**GEN:** CYB-0001

**TO:** DIST

**SUBJ:** CYBER OPERATIONS FIELD OFFICE KEY PERSONNEL (CBFO)

**CYBER OPERATIONS FIELD OFFICE-(CBFO)**  
**TITLE PERSONNEL** | **CONTACT NUMBERS**
---|---
SAC |  
FOS |  
SIS |  

**ATLANTIC CYBER OPERATIONS-(CBAW)**  
**TITLE PERSONNEL** | **CONTACT NUMBERS**
---|---
ASA |  
Atla |  
SSA |  
Wa |  
SSA |  
Wa |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PERSONNEL</th>
<th>CONTACT NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASA</td>
<td>Pacific</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSA</td>
<td></td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

29APR14

SUBJ: CYBER OPERATIONS FIELD OFFICE KEY PERSONNEL (CBFO)

| SSA            |           | (b)(6)          |
DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ: ALL Departments and Directorates
INFO: WWSSD/AFLT
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 12AUG15

FROM: 002P  GEN: O2P-0001

TO: DIST

SUBJ: EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR PACIFIC OPERATIONS KEY PERSONNEL LISTING

MAILING ADDRESS:

(b)(6)

DMS PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERV EADPAC SAN DIEGO CA

TELEPHONES: COMMERCIAL: (CONUS 011) DSN: (312) UNCLAS PHONE: 619 553 6835
UNCLAS FAX: 619 553-7048

EADPAC OFFICE:
COMM CELL:

(b)(6)

CHIEF STAFF OFFICER OFFICE:
COMM CELL:

(b)(6)

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT OFFICE:
COMM CELL:

(b)(6)

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OFFICE:
COMM CELL: TBD
12AUG15

SUBJ: EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR PACIFIC OPERATIONS KEY PERSON
FROM: FESS          GEN: SS-0001
TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (FEX6) NCISRU USS BONHOMME RICHARD (LHD-6) DATA SHEET

ADCON: FEFO
OPCON: FEFO

PARENT NCISFO: FEFO
PARENT NCISRA: FESS

NOTE: LEADS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO FEX6 WITH AN INFORMATION COPY TO NCISRA SASEBO, JAPAN (FESS). PRIOR TO SENDING LEADS TO FEX6, CONTACT FESS VIA DSN PHONE AT 315-252-3621.

MAILING ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE  DSN
OFFICE      315-453-7245

UIC: 34451

DISTRIBUTION
INFO: WWSSD
**GENERAL ADMINISTRATION**  

16MAR15

FROM: HIFO  

GEN: HN-0003

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2/(HIFO) NCISFO HAWAII KEY PERSONNEL LISTING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE/POSITION</th>
<th>KEY PERSONNEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CRIM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NSD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOSO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16MAR15

SUBJ: NCIS-2/(HIFO) NCISFO HAWAII KEY PERSONNEL LISTING
SUBJ: NCIS-2/(HIFO) NCISFO HAWAII KEY PERSONNEL LISTING
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION                                       18JUN15

FROM:  MEBJ                                          GEN:  BJ-0015

TO:  DIST

SUBJ:  NICS-2: (MEFO) NCIS MIDDLE EAST FIELD OFFICE KEY PERSONNEL

CODE: MEBJ
COMM FROM THE U.S.: 011 + COUNTRY CODE + TEL # MOBILE FROM THE U.S.: 011 + COUNTRY CODE + CELL# WITHIN THE MIDDLE EAST OR FROM EUROPE: 00 + COUNTRY CODE + TEL # DSN PREFIX FOR BAHRAIN: 318

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION</th>
<th>KEY PERSONNEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b) (b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
18JUN15

SUBJ: NICS-2: (MEFO) NCIS MIDDLE EAST FIELD OFFICE KEY PERSONNEL
DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ: ALL DIRECTORATES AND DEPARTMENTS
INFO: WWSSD/MEBJ
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 07FEB16

FROM: MEBJ GEN: BJ-0003

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2: (MEKP) NCIS MIDDLE EAST FIELD OFFICE KEY PERSONNEL

CODE: MEBJ

DIALING INSTRUCTIONS:
FROM THE US: 011 + COUNTRY CODE + TEL#
WITHIN THE MIDDLE EAST/EUROPE: 00 + COUNTRY CODE + NUMBER DSN PREFIX FOR BAHRAIN: 318

MIDDLE EAST FIELD OFFICE KEY PERSONNEL

CHIEF TRANSNATIONAL CRIMES UNIT (TCU)
07FEB16

SUBJ: NCIS-2: (MEKP) NCIS MIDDLE EAST FIELD OFFICE KEY PERSONNEL
07FEB16

SUBJ: NCIS-2: (MEKP) NCIS MIDDLE EAST FIELD OFFICE KEY PERSONNEL
2262017 15:47 20160105 IN:SSDEMAIL #20 OUT:NCISWWSSD #15

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 05JAN16

FROM: NENP GEN: NP-0002

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2/(NEBN BOSTON-JTTF) NCIS REPRESENTATIVE TO THE FBI JOINT TERRORIST TASK FORCE (JTTF) DATA SHEET

NOTE: ANY NCIS CAT 5 INVESTIGATIVE LEADS TO THE NEBN BOSTON-JTTF REP SHOULD ALSO INCLUDE THE FCI SSA AT NENP AND THE FCI ASAC AT NENP ON DISTRIBUTION FOR CASE TRACKING AND ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES.

PARENT NCISFO: NORTHEAST FIELD OFFICE, NEWPORT, RI PARENT NCISRA: NEWPORT, RI (NENP)

MAILING & LOCAL ADDRESS
NCIS REPRESENTATIVE

(b)(6)

TELEPHONES COMMERCIAL
DIRECT LINE (NCIS REP) (617) 223-6452
GENERAL NUMBER (617) 742-5533
AGENTS CELL (617) 223-6545

UNCLAS FACSIMILE (NCIS REP) (617) 223-6545

NMSG PLA: NONE
USE: NAVCRIMINVSERVFO NORTHEAST NEWPORT RI NCIC/NLETS ORI: NONE
UIC: 67985

AFTER HOURS (617) 742-5533
(FBI BOS DUTY AGENT AND OPERATIONS CENTER)

THE FBI/BOSTON OPERATIONS CENTER DUTY AGENT CAN REACH THE NCIS REPRESENTATIVE TO THE JTTF, SQUAD CT-1.
COVERAGE:
The FBI JTTF has jurisdictional responsibility for conducting both domestic and international counterterrorism investigations within the confines of the city of Boston and surrounding counties (Suffolk County, Southern Essex and Middlesex Counties, Northern Norfolk and Plymouth Counties)

DISTRIBUTION
INFO: WWSSD
FROM:  NENP
TO:  DIST
SUBJ:  NCIS-2:  (NECA/CNCL) NCISRUCRANE DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: NORTHEAST FIELD OFFICE, NEWPORT, RI (NENP) PARENT NCISRA: GREAT LAKES, IL (NEGL)

NOTE:  NCISRUCRANE IN is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON of Central Field Office as of 01NOV15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNCA, assigned to NCISRUCRANE IL, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code NECA/NCISRUCRANE CRANE IN will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy NENP, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize NECA.

MAILING ADDRESS/LOCAL ADDRESS
NCISRUCRANE
NSWC 300 HWY 361
BLDG 121 RM 214
CRANE IN 47522-5000

TELEPHONES COMMERCIAL DSN
OFFICE: (812)854-4402 482-4402
UNCLAS FAX: (812)854-3461 482-3461
STU-III: [BLANK]
AFTER HOURS: (812)854-3300 482-3300

NMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERVREP CRANE IN
NLET/NCIC ORI: NONE
UIC: NONE - USE NEGL: 42919

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE:
FCI COVERAGE AS DIRECTED BY NCISFO NORTHEAST

PRINCIPAL INSTALLATIONS SERVICED:
NSWC CRANE DIVISION, CRANE, IN
NSWC DET LOUISVILLE, KY

DISTRIBUTION
WWSSD
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 28DEC15

FROM: NENP GEN: NP-0009

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2: (NECL/CNCL) NCISRU CLEVELAND DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: NORTHEAST FIELD OFFICE, NEWPORT, RI (NENP) PARENT NCISRA: GREAT LAKES, IL (NEGL)

NOTE: NCISRU CLEVELAND OH is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON of Central Field Office as of 01OCT15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNCL, assigned to NCISRA CLEVELAND OH, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code NECL/NCISRU CLEVELAND OH will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy NEFO, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize NECL.

MAILING ADDRESS LOCAL ADDRESS
P. O. BOX 99809 1240 E. 9TH ST, RM 1457
CLEVELAND, OH 44199-2055 CLEVELAND, OHIO 44199-2055

TELEPHONES COMMERCIAL DSN
OFFICE: (216) 522-6774/5/6758 580-6774/5/6758 UNCLAS FACSIMILE: (216) 522-6629
STU-III: b7e
AFTERHOURS: (216) 522-5666/23
DFAS CLEVELAND COMMUNICATIONS CENTER

NMSG PLA: none
use - NAVCRIMINVSEVFIO NORTHEAST NEWPORT RI NCIC/NLETS ORI: none
UIC: NONE; USE NEGL - 42919

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE
OHIO: NON HAZARDOUS INTERVIEWS ONLY
NOTE: NCISRU CLEVELAND OH CONSISTS OF ONE (1) GS-1810 INVESTIGATOR.

PRINCIPAL INSTALLATION SERVICED
DFAS CLEVELAND OH
DFAS COLUMBUS OH
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

FROM: NENP  GEN: NP-0012
TO: DIST
SUBJ: NCIS-2: "CORRECTED COPY" (NEDY/CNDY) NCISRU DAYTON DATA SHEET

********** CI COVERAGE ONLY **********

PARENT NCISFO: NORTHEAST FIELD OFFICE, NEWPORT, RI (NENP) PARENT NCISRA: GREAT LAKES, IL (NEGL)

NOTE: NCISRU DAYTON OH is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON control of Central Field Office as of 01OCT15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNDY, assigned to NCISRU DAYTON OH, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code NEDY/NCISRU DAYTON OH will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy NEFO, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize NEDY.

MAILING ADDRESS LOCAL ADDRESS
NCIS REPRESENTATIVE NCISRU DAYTON
AFOSI REGION 1/XOQ 4375 CHIDLAW RD, BLDG 216, RM A036
4375 CHIDLAW ROAD, DOOR S007 WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB, OH 45433-5006
WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB, OH 45433-5006

TELEPHONES COMMERCIAL DSN
OFFICE STE: 937-522-2187 672-2187
CELL PHONE: 202-372-7837
FACSIMILE: 937-522-2197 (PLEASE USE FAX COVER SHEET)
SECURE FAX: (b)(8)
SSD TELECOMMUNICATIONS: NIPRNET
NMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERVRA DAYTON OH
NCIS/NLET ORI NONE
UIC: 34402

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE:
EASTERN KENTUCKY AND OHIO
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION  28DEC15

FROM:  NENP  GEN:  NP-0013

TO:  DIST

SUBJ:  NCIS-2: (NEGL/CNGL) NCISRA GREAT LAKES DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: NORTHEAST FIELD OFFICE, NEWPORT, RI (NENP)

NOTE: NCISRA GREAT LAKES IL is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON control of Central Field Office as of 01NOV15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNGL, assigned to NCISRA GREAT LAKES IL, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code NEGL/NCISRA GREAT LAKES IL will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy NENP, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize NEGL.

MAILING ADDRESS    LOCAL ADDRESS
2540A PAUL JONES ST  2540A PAUL JONES ST
GREAT LAKES, IL 60088 GREAT LAKES, IL 60088

TELEPHONES           COMMERCIAL                  DSN
OFFICE:       (847) 688-5655/6/7/5668/9       792-655/6/7/5668/9
AFTER HOURS: (847) 688-5555
GREAT LAKES PD: 792-5555
PATCH NUMBER: (847) 688-0147  CONNECT: *DISCONNECT: #
UNCLAS FACSIMILE: (847) 688-2636  792-2636
STE:     b/E  b/E

NMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERVRA GREAT LAKES IL//CNGL// NCIC/NLETS ORI: NONE BASE STATION
IDENTIFIER CODE (NFC): 320
UIC: 42919

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE:
INDIANA, ILLINOIS, MICHIGAN, WISCONSIN, OHIO, KENTUCKY

PRINCIPAL INSTALLATIONS SERVICED:
AIR FORCE OFFICE OF SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS TENTH FIELD INVESTIGATIONS SQUADRON,
INDIANAPOLIS, IN BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL PERMANENT CHANGE OF STATION COMPONENT,
CLEVELAND, OH DEFENSE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT AGENCY (DCMA) OFFICES IN WISCONSIN, ILLINOIS, INDIANA AND MICHIGAN DEFENSE FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE, CLEVELAND, OH DEFENSE FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE, COLUMBUS, OH DEFENSE FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE INDIANAPOLIS, IN DEFENSE INFORMATION SYSTEMS AGENCY, SCOTT AFB IL DEFENSE REUTILIZATION & MARKETING REGION BATTLECREEK, MI DOD-IG DEFENSE CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE (DCIS) RESIDENT AGENCY,

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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28DEC15

SUBJ: NCIS-2: (NEGL/CNGL) NCISRA GREAT LAKES DATA SHEET

INDIANAPOLIS, IN
MARINE OFFICER SELECTION OFFICE COLUMBUS, OH MILITARY ENTRANCE PROCESSING COMMAND, GREAT LAKES, IL NAVY AND MARINE CORPS RESERVE CENTER COLUMBUS, OH NAVAL DENTAL CLINIC GREAT LAKES, IL NAVAL STATION, GREAT LAKES, IL NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER CRANE DIVISION, CRANE, IN NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER DET LOUISVILLE, KY NAVY DENTAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE GREAT LAKES, IL NAVY EXCHANGE, GREAT LAKES, IL NAVY LEGAL SERVICE OFFICE, GREAT LAKES, IL NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, DECATUR, IL NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, PEORIA, IL NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, ROCK ISLAND, IL NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, INDIANAPOLIS, IN NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, LOUISVILLE, KY NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, BATTLE CREEK, MI NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, DETROIT, MI NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, SAGINAW, MI NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, AKRON, OH NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, CINCINNATI, OH NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, COLUMBUS, OH NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, TOLEDO, OH NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, YOUNGSTOWN, OH NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, GREEN BAY, WI NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, MADISON, WI NAVY OPERATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER, MILWAUKEE, WI NAVY REGION MID-ATLANTIC RESERVE COMPONENT COMMAND, GREAT LAKES, IL NAVY RECRUIT TRAINING COMMAND, GREAT LAKES, IL NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT COLUMBUS, OH NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT DETROIT, MI NAVY RECRUITING AREA FIVE, GREAT LAKES, IL NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT INDIANAPOLIS IN NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT, MILWAUKEE, WI NAVY TRAINING CENTER, GREAT LAKES, IL PERSONNEL SUPPORT DETACHMENT, COLUMBUS, OH PERSONNEL SUPPORT DETACHMENT, GREAT LAKES, IL SERVICE SCHOOL COMMAND, GREAT LAKES, IL TRANSIENT PERSONNEL UNIT, GREAT LAKES, IL WRIGHT PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE, OH

DISTRIBUTION
WWSSD
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION                                       28DEC15

FROM:  NENP                                          GEN:  NP-0011

TO:  DIST

SUBJ:  NCIS-2:  "CORRECTED COPY" (NEIN/CNIN) NCISRUC INDICAPOLIS
       DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: NORTHEAST FIELD OFFICE, NEWPORT, RS (NENP) PARENT NCISRA: GREAT LAKES, IL
       (NEGL)

NOTE:  NCISRUC INDIAPOLIS IN is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON of Central Field Office as of
       01NOV15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies
       the code of CNIN, assigned to NCISRUC INDIAPOLIS IN, and will be used for reporting purposes
       when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the
       new office code NEIN/NCISRUC INDIAPOLIS IN will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please
copy NENP, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize NEIN.

MAILING/LOCAL ADDRESS
NCISRUC INDIAPOLIS (FRAUD)
AFOSI 10TH FIS OPERATING L-A
111 MONUMENT CIRCLE SUITE 412
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204

TELEPHONES COMMERCIAL
OFFICE: (317) 226-5380
AFTER HOURS: (847) 456-4576
UNCLAS FACSIMILE: (317) 226-5134

NMSG PLA: NONE
USE - NAVCRIMINVSERVFO NORTHEAST NEWPORT RI
UIC: 34409

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE:
ONLY MAJOR PROCUREMENT FRAUD INVESTIGATIONS/LEAD COVERAGE IN THE STATES OF INDIANA,
OHIO, AND MICHIGAN.

PRINCIPAL INSTALLATIONS SERVICED:
AIR FORCE OSI TENTH FIELD INVESTIGATIONS SQUADRON, INDIANAPOLIS DETACHMENT; DEFENSE
FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE INDIANAPOLIS, IN; DOD-IG DEFENSE CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE
SERVICE (DCIS) RESIDENT AGENCY, INDIANAPOLIS, IN; DEFENSE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT AGENCY
(DCMA) OFFICES IN WISCONSIN, ILLINOIS, INDIANA AND MICHIGAN.

DISTRIBUTION
WWSSD

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
PAGE 1 LAST (b)(6)
NOTE SUBORDINATE OFFICES: NFCE, NFFM, NFHV, NFLC, NFPV, NYT, NFXA, NFXH, NFXL, NFXO, NFXQ, NFX1, NFX3

NOTE: NCIS OFFICES UNDER NCISRA NORFOLK ARE SERVICED BY THE NCIS CENTRAL EVIDENCE FACILITY (CEF) AND EVIDENCE SHOULD BE MAILED DIRECTLY TO THEM AT: 9079 HAMPTON BLVD, SUITE 110, NORFOLK VA 23505-1098. THE LONG TERM STORAGE (LTS) FACILITY IS STILL PENDING THE TESTING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ELECTRONIC CUSTODY SYSTEM. FURTHER GUIDANCE IS PENDING.

MAILING ADDRESS       LOCAL ADDRESS

NCIS NORFOLK FIELD OFFICE
1329 BELLINGER BLVD
NORFOLK VA 23511-2310

TELEPHONES:

OFFICE:     (757) 444-7327 DSN: 564
            (757) 444-1672 DSN: 564

UNCLAS FAX: (757) 444-3139 DSN: 564

AFTER HOURS:
DUTY TEXT NOTIFICATION: (757) 475-2481

NAVAL BASE:
POLICE WATCH CAPTAIN: (757) 322-2551

NCIS/NLETS ORI: VANIS0900
NMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINSVERFO NORFOLK VA//NFNF//
UIC: 45086

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE: ALL MILITARY INSTALLATIONS (SHORE AND AFLOATS) IN VIRGINIA, LESS THE COUNTIES OF: ARLINGTON, CAROLINE, CLARKE, CULPEPPER, ESSEX, FAIRFAX, FAUQUIER, FREDERICK, GREENE, KING GEORGE, LANCASTER, LOUDOUN, MADISON, NORTHUMBERLAND, ORANGE, PAGE, PRINCE WILLIAM, RAPPAHANNOCK, RICHMOND COUNTY, ROCKINGHAM, SHENANDOAH, SPOTSYVANIA, STAFFORD, WARREN AND WESTMORELAND.
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION                                      04FEB16

FROM:  NFNF                                          GEN:  NF-0005

TO:  DIST

SUBJ:  NCIS - 2 (NFXO) NCISRU USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (CVN-73) DATA
       SHEET

ADCON: NFNF               OPCON: NFNF

MAILING ADDRESS

ATTN: SAA - USS GEORGE WASHINGTON (CVN-73) NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE NORFOLK
       FIELD OFFICE
1329 BELLINGER BLVD
NORFOLK VA 23511-2310

NMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERVREP XRAY OSCAR

UIC: 21412
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION                                       14DEC15

FROM:  NFNF                                          GEN:  NF-0044

TO:  DIST

SUBJ:  NCIS - 2 (NYFT) - NCISRU YORKTOWN DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO:  NFFO
PARENT NCISRA:  NFNF

NOTE:  Until the Code of NYFT has been established in the Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) around the end of January 2016, NCIS offices will use the office code of NFNF for sending leads to NCISRU Yorktown when using CLEOC.

LOCAL/MAILING ADDRESS

NCISRU YORKTOWN
2029 LONGFELLOW ROAD
NAVAL WEAPONS STATION
YORKTOWN, VA 23691-1900

TELEPHONE
OFFICE: COM - (757) 887-7305

UIC: 45188

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE: COUNTIES OF HANOVER, NEW KENT, YORK, HENRICO, CHESTERFIELD, JAMES CITY, GLOUCESTER, GOOCHLAND, POWHATAN, MIDDLESEX, MATTHEWS AND POQUOSON AND THE NEARBY CITIES OF RICHMOND, WILLIAMSBURG, HAMPTON AND NEWPORT NEWS.
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

22DEC15

FROM: 0022

GEN: 22-0015

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2/NATIONAL SECURITY DIRECTORATE KEY PERSONNEL DATA SHEET (0022)

MAILING ADDRESS
NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
HEADQUARTERS (NCISHQ CODE 0022)
27130 TELEGRAPH ROAD
QUANTICO, VA 22134

TELEPHONES

DSN PREFIX: INCOMING 240-XXXX (LAST 4)
OUTGOING 94-XXX-XXXX (CONUS)
OUTGOING 94-312-XXX-XXXX (OCONUS)

OFFICE: 571-305-9689 (TEMP)
UNCLASS FAX: 571-305-9574
SECURE FAX: (b)(6)

NAVMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINUSERVHQ NSD QUANTICO VA

CODE/PERSOENNEL	TELEPHONE NUMBERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE/PERSOENNEL</th>
<th>TELEPHONE NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VACANT</td>
<td>CELL: XXX-XXX-XXXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSISTANT DIRECTOR</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENIOR POLICY ADVISOR</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVE</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUBJ: NCIS-2/NATIONAL SECURITY DIRECTORATE KEY PERSONNEL DATA SHEET
22LEGAL DIVISION

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
PAGE 3

22DEC15

SUBJ: NCIS-2/NATIONAL SECURITY DIRECTORATE KEY PERSONNEL DATA SHEET

NATIONAL SECURITY LAW (b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION                                       03FEB16

FROM:  NFNF                                          GEN:  NF-0002

TO:  DIST

SUBJ:  NCIS - 2 (NFNF) NCISRA NORFOLK VA DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO:  NFFO

NOTE SUBORDINATE OFFICES: NFCE, NFFM, NFHV, NFLC, NFPV, NFYT, NFXA, NFXH, NFXL, NFXO, NFXQ, NFX1, NFX3

NOTE: NCIS OFFICES UNDER NCISRA NORFOLK ARE SERVICED BY THE NCIS CENTRAL EVIDENCE FACILITY (CEF) AND EVIDENCE SHOULD BE MAILED DIRECTLY TO THEM AT: 9079 HAMPTON BLVD, SUITE 110, NORFOLK VA 23505-1098. THE LONG TERM STORAGE (LTS) FACILITY IS STILL PENDING THE TESTING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ELECTRONIC CUSTODY SYSTEM. FURTHER GUIDANCE IS PENDING.

MAILING ADDRESS                     LOCAL ADDRESS

NCIS NORFOLK FIELD OFFICE          (b)(6)
1329 BELLINGER BLVD
NORFOLK VA 23511-2310

TELEPHONES:

OFFICE:     (757) 444-7327 DSN: 564
            (757) 444-1672 DSN: 564

UNCLAS FAX: (757) 444-3139 DSN: 564

AFTER HOURS:
DUTY TEXT NOTIFICATION: (757) 475-2481

NAVAL BASE:
POLICE WATCH CAPTAIN:     (757) 322-2551

NCIS/NLETS ORI: VANIS0900
NMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINSVERFO NORFOLK VA//NFNF//
UIC: 45086
TERRITORIAL COVERAGE: ALL MILITARY INSTALLATIONS (SHORE AND AFLOATS) IN VIRGINIA, LESS THE COUNTIES OF: ARLINGTON, CAROLINE, CLARKE, CULPEPPER, ESSEX, FAIRFAX, FAUQUIER, FREDERICK, GREENE, KING GEORGE, LANCASTER, LOUDOUN, MADISON, NORTHUMBERLAND, ORANGE, PAGE, PRINCE WILLIAM, RAPPAHANNOCK, RICHMOND COUNTY, ROCKINGHAM, SHENANDOAH, SPOTSYVANIA, STAFFORD, WARREN AND WESTMORELAND.
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION                                       08MAY15

FROM:  002G                                          GEN:  2G-0002

TO:  DIST

SUBJ:  NCIS-1/OFFICE OF FORENSIC SUPPORT (OFS) KEY PERSONNEL LISTING

MAILING AND LOCAL ADDRESS:
Naval Criminal Investigative Service
Office of Forensic Support: 2GFG
Russell-Knox Building
27130 Telegraph Road
Quantico, VA 22134

(b)(6)

Vacant
Forensic Consultant
Office Code: 2GFJ
Coverage Area: SEFO, MEFO, CRFO
Mailing Address:
NCIS Southeast Field Office
08MAY15

SUBJ: NCIS-1/OFFICE OF FORENSIC SUPPORT (OFS) KEY PERSONNEL LISTING

Office Coverage: 2GFD
Coverage Area: MWFO
Mailing Address:
NCIS Marine Corps West Field Office
Bldg. 120101 De Luz Road
Camp Pendleton, CA 92055-5238
Office Code: 2GFW
Coverage Areas: DCFO, NEFO, CRFO
Mailing Address:
NCIS Washington Field Office
2713 Mitscher Road, SW
Bldg. 168, STE 200
Anacostia Annex, DC 20373

Coverage Areas: NWFO, CNFO
Office Code: 2GFS
Mailing Address:
NCIS Southwest San Diego Field Office
3405 Welles Street
Bldg. 57, STE 1
San Diego, CA 93136-5018

Office Code: 2GFS
Coverage Area: SWFO
Mailing Address:
NCIS Southwest San Diego Field Office
3405 Welles Street
Bldg. 57, STE 1
San Diego, CA 93136-5018

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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08MAY15

SUBJ: NCIS-1/OFFICE OF FORENSIC SUPPORT (OFS) KEY PERSONNEL LISTING
Office Code: 2GFN
Coverage Areas: NFFO and EUFO
Mailing Address:
NCIS Norfolk Field Office
1329 Bellinger Boulevard
Norfolk, VA 23511

Office Code: 2GFC
Coverage Areas: CAFO and MEFO
Mailing Address:
NCIS Carolinas Field Office
H32 Julian C. Smith Dr.
Camp Lejeune, NC 28547-1603

Office Code: 2GFJ
Mailing Address:
NCIS Southeast Field Office

Office Code: 2GFL
Coverage Area: SEFO
Mailing Address:
US Army Criminal Investigation Laboratory (USACIL)
4930 N. 31st St.,
Forest Park, GA 30297

Vacant
Forensic Consultant
Office Code: 2GFP
Coverage Area: CNFO
08MAY15

SUBJ: NCIS-1/OFFICE OF FORENSIC SUPPORT (OFS) KEY PERSONNEL LISTING

Office Code: 2GFI
Coverage Area: HIFO
Mailing Address:
NCIS Hawaii Field Office
449 South Ave
Bldg. 221
Pearl Harbor, HI 96860-4988

DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ: All Departments and Directorates
INFO: WWSSD
FROM: 000C  
TO: DIST  
SUBJ: NCIS-2 (CODE 00C) COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTORATE DATA SHEET AND KEY PERSONNEL LISTING  

PLEASE SEE THE BELOW FOR KEY PERSONNEL LISTING:

Director of Communications,  
Office: Blackb  
Cell:  

Public Affairs Officer,  
Office:  
Cell:  

Audiovisual Production Specialist,  
Office:  
Cell:  

Writer/Editor,  
Office:  
Cell:  

Website Content Manager,  
Office:  
Cell:  

Graphic Specialist,  
Office:  
Cell:  

Event Coordinator,  
Office:  
Cell: 
**GENERAL ADMINISTRATION**

**FROM:** 0000  
**GEN:** 0I-0007

**TO:** DIST

**SUBJ:** NCIS-2/ (00I) OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL (00I) KEY PERSONNEL LISTING

**MAILING ADDRESS/LOCAL ADDRESS**
NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE HEADQUARTERS OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL ATTN: CODE 00I  
27130 Telegraph Road W-3170  
Quantico, VA 22134-2253

**TELEPHONES COMMERCIAL**
OFFICE: (571) 305-9079  
AFTER HOURS: NCIS MTAC (571) 305-4777

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>KEY PERSONNEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspector General</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy IG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Div Chief Investigations</td>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Div Chief Inspections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
18AUG15

SUBJ: NCIS-2/ (00I) OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL (00I) KEY PERSON

Investigative Assistant
Inspections Support

Program Support Assistant
Admin Support

DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ: All Directorates and Departments
INFO: WWSSD/AFLT
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

FROM: OSS

TO: DISTRIBUTION

GEN: OSS-0004

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (OSS) OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SUPPORT DATA SHEET

MAILING ADDRESS:
NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SUPPORT
2713 MITSCHER RD SW STE 300
JOINT BASE ANACOSTIA BOLLING DC 20373-5107

TELEPHONES COMMERCIAL DSN

| SAC | (b)(6) |
| SSA | (b)(6) |
| SSA | (b)(6) |

* DENOTES STU-III/STE CAPABILITY

UNCLASSIFIED

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

(b)(6)
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
31AUG15

FROM: O OSS

TO: DISTRIBUTION

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (OSS) OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SUPPORT KEY PERSONNEL LISTING

MAILING ADDRESS:
NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SUPPORT
12713 MITSCHER RD SW STE 300
JOINT BASE ANACOSTIA BOLLING, DC 20373-5107

2. POC at OSS is DISTRIBUTION

NCISHQ: ALL DEPARTMENT AND DIRECTORATES
INFO: WWSSD

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 20JAN16

FROM:  2GTQ                                          GEN:  02G-0002

TO:  DIST

SUBJ:  NCIS-2: OFFICE OF TECHNICAL SERVICES KEY PERSONNEL DATA SHEET

MAILING ADDRESS
Naval Criminal Investigative Service HQ
Office of Technical Services (OTS)(2GTQ) Russell-Knox Building
27130 Telegraph Road
Quantico, VA  22134-2253

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE/PERSOONEL</th>
<th>CONTACT NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b)(6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NCIS Norfolk Detachment (2GTV)
1801 Tomcat Blvd, Bldg 321
Virginia Beach, VA  23460-2289

(b)(6)

NCIS San Diego Detachment (2GTC)
3405 Welles Street
Bldg 57 Suite 1
San Diego, CA  92136

(b)(6)
DISTRIBUTION

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
PAGE 1

20JAN16

SUBJ: NCIS-2: OFFICE OF TECHNICAL SERVICES KEY PERSONNEL DATA SHEET

NCISHQ: All Departments and Directorates
INFO: WWSSD
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION                                       21JAN16

FROM:  2GTQ                                          GEN:  02G-0003

TO:  DIST

SUBJ:  NCIS-2: OFFICE OF TECHNICAL SERVICES DATA SHEET

MAILING ADDRESS
Naval Criminal Investigative Service HQ
Office of Technical Services Department (OTSD) Russell-Knox Building
27130 Telegraph Road
Quantico, VA  22134-2253

Telephones                           Commercial                DSN
Office:                                       (571) 305-9177            240
Unclas Facsimile:                   (571) 305-9085
After Hours: NCIS MTAC    (571) 305-4777

NMSG PLA:  DIRNAVCRIMINVSERV Quantico VA/2GTQ// NCIC/NLETS ORI:  None
UIC:  63285
Electrical Distribution: /2GTQ/

NCISTSD WASHINGTON (2GTS)
Co-located With NCISHQ Code 2GTQ

Telephones                           Commercial                DSN
Office:                               (571) 305-9177            240
Unclas Facsimile:               (571) 305-9085
After Hours: NCIS MTAC    (571) 305-4777

Territorial Coverage:
District of Columbia; Virginia; Counties of Arlington; Fairfax, Loudoun, Accomack, Culpeper, Fauquier, Prince, William, Spotsylvania, Stafford, King George, Northampton, Westmoreland, Richmond, Lancaster, Essex, and Caroline, Orange, Green, Madison, Rockingham, Page, Rappahannock, Warren, Clarke, Frederick, and Shenandoah; Cities of Alexandria, Falls Church, Fairfax, Vienna, and Fredericksburg; State of Maryland.

DETACHMENTS:
21JAN16

SUBJ: NCIS-2: OFFICE OF TECHNICAL SERVICES DATA SHEET

NCIC/NLETS ORI: NCNIS 0200
UIC: 35626 (CALE)

Territorial Coverage:
All Counties in North and South Carolina.

NCISTSD Hawaii (2GTH)
Mailing/Local Address
449 South Avenue
Pearl Harbor, HI 96860-4988

Telephone: Commercial DSN
Office: (808) 447-0010/0021 315
Unclas Facsimile: (808) 447-0025

PLA: NAVCRIMIN/NSERV TECHSVC DET Pearl Harbor HI//2GTH// NCIC/NLETS ORI: None
UIC: 35630 (HIHN)

Territorial Coverage:
The State Of Hawaii (Including Oahu, Maui, Hawaii And Kauai Counties) Midway Island, Kingman Reef, Phoenix Islands, American Samoa, Baker Island, Cook Island, Daner Island, French Polynesia Islands, Howard Island, Johnston Island, Line Islands, Midway Island, Niue Island, Phoenix Islands, Pitcaim Islands, Tokelau Islands, Society Islands, Tuamotu Archipelago, Tubuai Islands, Western Samoa, Northern Marianas Islands, Federated States Of Micronesia, Republic Of Palau, Republic of the Marshall Islands,
Islands, Tokelau Islands, Society Islands, Tuamotu Archipelago, Marquesas Islands, Antarctica, Guam, Marianas Islands, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Okinawa, Korea, Philippines, and Singapore.

NCISTSD Bahrain (2GTB)
Mailing/Local Address
PSC 851 Box 520
FPO AE 09834-0006

Local/Delivery Address (FEDEX, UPS, DHL)
(b)(6)

Territorial Coverage:
The Middle East, Arabian Peninsula, Arabian Gulf, Gulf Of Aden, Gulf Of Oman, The Red Sea, and the Islands of Mauritius and Seychelles.

The Middle East Countries Specifically Covered Are:
Bahrain, Egypt, Iran, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Lebanon, Mauritius, Oman, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Seychelles,

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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21JAN16

SUBJ: NCIS-2: OFFICE OF TECHNICAL SERVICES DATA SHEET

Syria, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, United Arab Emirates, Uzbekistan, Yemen

NCISTSD Norfolk (2GTV)
Mailing/Local Address
1801 Tomcat Blvd
Bldg 321, Virginia Beach, VA 23460

Telephones
Office: (757) 433-3885
Unclas Facsimile: (757) 433-3949

Commercial
DSN
433

SUBJ: NCIS-2: OFFICE OF TECHNICAL SERVICES DATA SHEET

Syria, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, United Arab Emirates, Uzbekistan, Yemen

NCISTSD Norfolk (2GTV)
Mailing/Local Address
1801 Tomcat Blvd
Bldg 321, Virginia Beach, VA 23460

Telephones
Office: (757) 433-3885
Unclas Facsimile: (757) 433-3949

Commercial
DSN
433
PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERV TECH SVC DET Norfolk VA//2GTV//
UIC: 63055

Territorial Coverage: All Military Installations (Shore and Afloat) in Virginia, less the Counties of: Arlington, Caroline, Clarke, Culpeper, Essex, Fairfax, Fauquier, Frederick, Greene, King George, Lancaster, Loudoun, Madison, Northumberland, Orange, Page, Prince William, Rappahannock, Richmond, Rockingham, Shenandoah, Spotsylvania, Stafford, Warren and Westmoreland.

NCISTSD Bangor (2GTG)
Mailing/Local Address
1003 Sunfish Drive
Silverdale, WA 98315

Telephones                         Commercial                 DSN
Office:                              (360) 396-4408/7195      744
Unclas Facsimile:           (360) 396-4424

PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERV TECH SVC DET Bangor WA//2GTG//
UIC: 42951 (NWBG)

Territorial Coverage:

NCISTSD Jacksonville (2GTM)
Mailing Address                  Local/Delivery Address (FedEx, Ups)
Po Box 58
Naval Air Station
Jacksonville, FL 32212-0058

Telephones                         Commercial                 DSN
Office:                              (904) 542-2684/5369      542
Unclas Facsimile:               (904)542-8631

NMSG PLA: DIRNAVCRIMINVSERVFO Southeast Mayport FL//2GTM// NCIC/NLETS ORI: None

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
PAGE   3

SUBJ: NCIS-2: OFFICE OF TECHNICAL SERVICES DATA SHEET
UIC: 42933 (SEFO)

Territorial Coverage:
Providing Technical Support to the Southeast Field Office and parts of Gulf Coast Field Office. Areas Of Responsibility (AOR) include Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Texas. All Counties except El Paso, Hudspeth and Culberson; South America and the Caribbean.

NCISTSD San Diego (2GTC)
Mailing Address
3405 Welles Street
Bldg 57 Suite 1
San Diego, CA 92136

Telephone                  Commercial                  DSN
Office:                     (619) 524-0613/0605       524
Unclas Facsimile:           (619) 524-0618

NMSG PLA: DIRNAVCRIMINSERV TECHSVC DET San Diego CA//2GTC// NLETS/NCIC ORI: Caniso400
UIC: 42943

Territorial Coverage:
Arizona: All Counties
California: All Counties
Nevada: Clark Counties
New Mexico: All Counties
Oklahoma: All Counties
Texas: All Counties
El Paso: All Counties
Hudspeth: All Counties
Culberson: All Counties
South America and the Caribbean.

NCISTSD Europe and Africa
Mailing Address
PSC 812 Box 3360
FPO AE 09627-3360

Telephone                  Commercial                  DSN
From Conus:                 011-39-095-86-9264       314
Within Italy:               095-86-9264
Within Europe: 0039-095-86-9264

The above office is not manned on a continuous basis, please contact HQ if no one responds. 571-305-9177.

21JAN16

SUBJ: NCIS-2: OFFICE OF TECHNICAL SERVICES DATA SHEET

Note: For technical support for Europe/Africa AOR please send leads to NCISHQ Code 2GTQ.

Territorial Coverage: Continent of Europe and all Littoral Areas, United Kingdom, Iceland, Turkey and Israel. Continent of Africa (except for Egypt and the Islands of Seychelles and Mauritius).
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

14DEC15

FROM: SEFO

GEN: SE-0032

TO: DIST

SUBJ: 53342035MH.DOC - *CORRECTED COPY* NCIS-2 (SEAU/CNAU) NCISRU AUSTIN TX DATA SHEET

***************CI COVERAGE ONLY***************

PARENT NCISFO: SOUTHEAST FIELD OFFICE MAYPORT FL (SEFO) PARENT NCISRA: PENSACOLA FL (SEPF/CNPF)

NOTE: NCISRU AUSTIN TX is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON of Central Field Office as of 01NOV15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNAU, assigned to NCISRU AUSTIN TX, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code SEAU/NCISRU AUSTIN TX will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy SEFO/CNPF, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize SEAU.

MAILING ADDRESS AND LOCAL ADDRESS:
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
TFO TROY NOBLE, CI-2
12515-7 RESEARCH BLVD FBI
SUITE 400 SUITE 400
AUSTIN, TX 78759 AUSTIN, TX 78759

TELEPHONES COMMERCIAL ONLY
OFFICE 512-506-4111
CELL PHONE 512-731-4719
UNCLAS FAX 512-506-2686 (USE COVER SHEET)

SSD TELECOMMS
NMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERVRA AUSTIN TX
NCIC/NLET ORI: NONE
UIC: N34416
TERRITORIAL COVERAGE: CI/RTP/CE LEADS ONLY. ALL GENCRIM/FRAUD/CBT LEADS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO SECC/CNCC, SESO/CNSO, OR SEDA/CNDA (SEE NCIS 2 FOR AOR).

TEXAS: ALL COUNTIES EXCEPT FOR EL PASO, HUDSPETH, REEVES AND CULBERTSON.
OKLAHOMA: ALL COUNTIES
KANSAS: ALL COUNTIES
PRINCIPAL INSTALLATION SERVICED:
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, APPLIED RESEARCH LABORATORY, AUSTIN, TX

***************CI COVERAGE ONLY***************
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 14DEC15

FROM: SEFO          GEN: SE-0024

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (SECC/CNCC) NCISRU CORPUS CHRISTI TX DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: SOUTHEAST FIELD OFFICE (SEFO) PARENT NCISRA: DALLAS TX (SEDA/CNDA)

NOTE: NCISRU CORPUS CHRISTI TX is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON control of Central Field Office as of 01NOV15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNCC, assigned to NCISRU CORPUS CHRISTI TX, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code SECC/NCISRU CORPUS CHRISTI TX will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy SEFO/CNDA, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize SECC.

MAILING ADDRESS       LOCAL ADDRESS
385 FIFTH ST SE SUITE 2A        BUILDING 39
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78419-5034       NAVAL AIR STATION
CORPUS CHRISTI TX 78419-5034

TELEPHONES          COMMERCIAL          DSN PREFIX
OFFICE          (361) 961-2918/2919/2839        861
UNCLAS FAX          (361) 961-2429 861
SECURE FAX

SSD TELECOMMUNICATIONS: NIPRNET
NMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINSVERVREP CORPUS CHRISTI TX NCIC/NLET ORI: NONE
UIC: 42936
BASE STATION IDENTIFIER CODE (NFC): 1181

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE:
THE FOLLOWING COUNTIES: ANGELINA; ARANSAS; AUSTIN; BEE; BROOKS; BRAZORIA; BURLESON; CALHOUN; CAMERON; CHAMBERS; COLORADO; DEWITT; DUVAL; FORT BEND; GALVESTON; GOLIAD; GRIMES; HARDIN; HARRIS; HILDALGO; HOUSTON; JACKSON; JASPER; JEFFERSON; JIM HOGG; JIM WELLS; LIVE OAK; KENEDY; KLEBERG; LIBERTY; MATAGORDA; MCMULLEN; MONTGOMERY; NEWTON; NUECES;
14DEC15

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (SECC/CNCC) NCISRU CORPUS CHRISTI TX DATA SHEET

VT-27 PSA CORPUS CHRISTI
VT-28 NAVRESCEN HOUSTON
VT-31 NAVRESCEN CORPUS CHRISTI
VT-35 PSA CORPUS CHRISTI
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 17DEC15

FROM: SEFO  GEN: SE-0035

TO: DIST

SUBJ: *CORRECTED COPY" NCIS-2 (SEDA/CNDA) NCISRA DALLAS TX DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: SOUTHEAST FIELD OFFICE MAYPORT FL (SEFO) SUBORDINATE NCISRU: SESO/CNSO, SECC/CNCC, SEOC/CNOC

NOTE: NCISRA DALLAS TX is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON control of Central Field Office as of 01NOV15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNDA, assigned to NCISRA DALLAS TX, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code SEDA/NCISRA DALLAS TX will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy SEFO, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize SEDA.

MAILING AND LOCAL ADDRESS
1701 E. LAMAR BLVD STE 292
ARLINGTON, TX 76011

TELEPHONES COMMERCIAL ONLY
OFFICE (817) 860-5260
UNCLAS FAX (817) 860-2394
AFTER HOURS NAS JRB FORT WORTH, TX (817) 782-5200 SECURITY DISPATCH

DMS PLA: NAVCRIMINSVSERVRA DALLAS TX
NCIS-CNFO ORI: ILNIS1000
UIC: 34415

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE
THE FOLLOWING COUNTIES: ANDERSON; ANDREWS; ARCHER; ARMSTRONG; BAILEY; BAYLOR; BELL; BORDEN; BOSQUE; BOWIE; BRAZOS; BRISCOE; BROWN; CALLAHAN; CAMP; CARSON; CASS; CASTRO; CHEROKEE; CHILDRESS; CLAY; COCHRAN; COKE; COLEMAN; COLLIN; COLLINGSWORTH; COMANCHE; CONCHO; COOKE; CORYELL; COTTL; CRANE; CROSBY; DALLUM; DALLAS; DAWSON; DEAF SMITH; DELTA; DENTON; DICKINS; DONLEY; EASTLAND; ECTOR; ELLIS; ERATH; FALLS; FANNIN; FISHER; FLOYD; FOARD; FRANKLIN; FREESTONE; GAINES; GARZA; GLASSOCK; GRAY; GRAYSON; GREGG; HALE; HALL; HAMILTON;
SUBJ:  *CORRECTED COPY" NCIS-2 (SEDA/CNDA) NCISRA DALLAS TX DATA SHEE

STERLING; STONEWALL; SWISHER; TARRANT; TAYLOR; TERRY; THROCKMORTON; TITUS; TOM GREEN;
UPSHUR; VAN ZANDT; WARD; WHEELER; WINKLER; WITCHITA; WILBARGER; WISE; WOOD; YOAKUM;
YOUNG;

PRINCIPAL INSTALLATIONS SERVICED
NAS JRB FT WORTH 8TH MARINE RECRUITING DISTRICT 14TH MARREG NAVCRUITDIST DALLAS
COMFLELOGSUPPWING NAVPRO DALLAS COMNAVRESINTEL COMM NORTHRUP/GRUMMAN AIRCORP
NOCD DALLAS DCMA DALLAS REGION VMFA-112
VR-59 VR-6
MAG-41 NAVAL OPERATION SUPPORT CENTER (NOSC)
MACS-24 FLEET READINESS CENTER (FRC) WEST
MWSS-473 BRANCH MEDICAL CLINIC
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 14DEC15

FROM: SEFO  GEN: SE-0029

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (SEGF/CNGF) NCISRA GULFPORT MS DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: SOUTHEAST FIELD OFFICE MAYPORT FL (SEFO) SUBORDINATE NCISRU: MERIDIAN (SEMJ/CNMJ), NEW ORLEANS (SENR/CNNR)

NOTE: NCISRA GULFPORT MS is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON control of Central Field Office as of 01OCT15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNGF, assigned to NCISRA GULFPORT MS, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code SEGF/NCISRA GULFPORT MS will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy SEFO/CNPF, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize SEGF.

MAILING AND LOCAL ADDRESS
NCBC BLDG 109
2208 BARRY AVENUE
GULFPORT MS 39501

TELEPHONEs COMMERCIAL DSN PREFIX
OFFICE (228) 871-2211 868
UNCLAS FAX (228) 871-3068 868
AFTER HOURS SECURITY (228) 871-2361 868

NMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINYSERVRA GULFPORT MS
NCIC/NLETS ORI: NONE
UIC: 34413

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE:
MISSISSIPPI - THE FOLLOWING COUNTIES:
HARRISON, HANCOCK, JACKSON, PEARL RIVER, STONE, GEORGE, GREENE, PERRY, FORREST, LAMAR, MARION, WALTHALL, PIKE, AMITE, WILKINSON, ADAMS, FRANKLIN, LINCOLN, LAWRENCE, JEFFERSON, DAVIS, COVINGTON, JONES, WAYNE, CLARKE, JASPER, SMITH SIMPSON, COPIAH, JEFFERSON, AND CLAIBORNE
ALABAMA - THE FOLLOWING COUNTIES:
MOBILE, WASHINGTON, CLARKE, CHOCTAW, MARENGO, SUMTER, GREENE, AND HALE

PRINCIPAL INSTALLATIONS SERVICED:
CBC GULFPORT; RESERVE NAVAL CONSTRUCTION FORCE; NCG2; NAVAGATIONAL AIDS SUPPORT UNIT;
NMCB-1; NMCB-11; NMCB 74; NMCB 133; INSPECTOR-INSTRUCTOR STAFF (USMC); STENNIS SPACE
CENTER, NAVOCEANO; NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY DETACHMENT; COMNAVOCEANCOM;
AVOCEANOCOMFAC; SPECIAL BOAT UNIT TWENTY-TWO; CHIEF OF NAVAL METEOROLOGICAL AND
OCEANOGRAPHY COMMAND (CMOC); NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHY ASW CENTER; NAVAL

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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14DEC15

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (SEGF/CNGF) NCISRA GULFPORT MS DATA SHEET

SMALL CRAFT INSTRUCTION AND TECHNICAL TRAINING SCHOOL (NAVSCIATTS); NAVAL FLEET SURVEY
TEAM; NAVAL METEOROLOGY AND OCEANOGRAPHY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER (PDC)
SOUTH; NAVY HUMAN RESOURCES SERVICE CENTER SOUTHEAST.
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION                                        14DEC15

FROM:  SEFO                                          GEN:  SE-0031

TO:  DIST

SUBJ:  NCIS-2 (SEMJ/CNMJ) NCISRU MERIDIAN MS DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: SOUTHEAST FIELD OFFICE MAYPORT FL (SEFO) PARENT NCISRA: GULFPORT MS (SEGF/CNGF)

NOTE:  NCISRU MERIDIAN MS is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON of Central Field Office as of 01OCT15.  Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNMJ, assigned to NCISRU MERIDIAN MS, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC.  Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code SEMJ/NCISRU MERIDIAN MS will not be used until NJIS comes online.  Please copy SEFO/CNPF, as appropriate.  All other correspondence will utilize SEMJ.

MAILING AND LOCAL ADDRESS
NCISRU MERIDIAN
255 ROSENBAUM AVENUE
ROOM 134
MERIDIAN MS 39309

TELEPHONES             COMMERCIAL           DSN PREFIX
OFFICE                 (601) 679-2564       637
UNCLAS FAX             (601) 679-2060       637
AFTER HOURS SECURITY   (601) 679-2361       637

DMS PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERVRA GULFPORT MS
NCIC/NLETS ORI: NONE
UIC: 67980

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE:
MISSISSIPPI:  ALL COUNTIES NORTH OF INTERSTATE 20:
WARREN, HINDS, RANKIN, SCOTT, NEWTON, LAUDERDALE, KEMPER, NESHOBIA, LEAKE, MADISON, YAZOO, SHARKEY, ISSAQUENA, WASHINGTON, HUMPHREYS, HOLMES, ATTALA, WINSTON, NOXUBEE, LOWNDES, OKTIBBEHA, CHOCTAW, MONTGOMERY, CARROLL, LEFLORE, SUNFLOWER, BOLIVAR, TALLAHATCHIE, GRENADE, WEBSTER, CLAY MONROE, CHICKASAW, CALHOUN, YALOBUSHA, COAHOMA, QUITMAN, PANOLA, LAFAYETTE, UNION, PONTOTOC, LEE, ITAWAMBA, TISHOMINGO, PRENTISS, ALCORN, TIPPAH, BENTON, MARSHALL, TATE, TUNICA AND DESOTO.

ALABAMA:  THE FOLLOWING COUNTIES:
PICKENS, TUSCALOOSA, JEFFERSON, ST. CLAIR, CALHOUN, CLEBURNE, CHEROKEE, ETOWAH, BLOUNT, WALKER, FAYETTE, LAMAR, MARION, WINSTON, CULLMAN, FRANKLIN, COLBERT, LAUDERDALE, LAWRENCE, MORGAN, LIMESTONE, MADISON, JACKSON, MARSHALL AND DEKALB

PRINCIPAL INSTALLATIONS SERVICED:

14DEC15

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (SEMJ/CNMJ) NCISRU MERIDIAN MS DATA SHEET

NAS MERIDIAN, TRAINING AIR WING ONE, NTTC, MATSS-1, NOSC, FAA, CNATRA DETACHMENT MERIDIAN, NAFC
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 14DEC15

FROM: SEFO  GEN: SE-0028

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (SEMT/CNMT) NCISRU MEMPHIS DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: SOUTHEAST FIELD OFFICE MAYPORT FL (SEFO) PARENT NCISRA: ST LOUIS MO (SES/L/CNSL)

NOTE: NCISRU MEMPHIS TN is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON control of Central Field Office as of 01NOV15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNMT, assigned to NCISRU MEMPHIS TN, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code SEMT/NCISRU MEMPHIS TN will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy SEFO/CNSL, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize SEMT.

MAILING ADDRESS LOCAL ADDRESS (USE FOR FEDEX/UPS)
NCISRU MEMPHIS NCISRU MEMPHIS
5722 INTEGRITY DRIVE (b)(6)
MILLINGTON, TN 38054-5058 (b)(6)

TELEPHONES COMMERCIAL DSN
OFFICE: (901)874-5387/89 882-5387
UNCLAS FAX: (901)874-5218 882-5218
FCI STE: (901)874-6247 882-6247
AFTER HOURS (SECURITY): (901)832-6177 (WATCH COMMANDER)

NMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINVSRVREP MEMPHIS TN
NCIC/NLETS ORI: NONE
UIC: 42937
BASE STATION IDENTIFIER CODE: NFC 656

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE
TENNESSEE - ALL COUNTIES
ARKANSAS - ALL COUNTIES
PRINCIPAL INSTALLATIONS SERVICED:
NAVY PERSONNEL COMMAND (NPC); NAVY RECRUITING COMMAND (NRC); NSA MID-SOUTH; DECA
COMSY MEMPHIS, TN; NBHC MID-SOUTH; DPRO; MWRTU (WASHINGTON); NAVCRUITDIST MEMPHIS,
TN; NAVMAC MEMPHIS, TN; PERSUPP DET MEMPHIS, TN; US AIR FORCE DET 2/CC (361TRS); USN &
MCRTC KNOXVILLE, TN; NOSC MILLINGTON, TN; NOSC NASHVILLE, TN; NOSC KNOXVILLE, TN; NOSC
CHATTANOOGA, TN; NOSC LITTLEROCK, AR.
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

FROM: SEFO

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (SENR/CNNR) NCISRU NEW ORLEANS LA DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: SOUTHEAST FILED OFFICE MAYPORT FL (SEFO) PARENT NCISRA: GULFPORT MS (SEGF/CNGF)

NOTE: NCISRU NEW ORLEANS LA is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON of Central Field Office as of 01OCT15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNNR, assigned to NCISRU NEW ORLEANS LA, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code SENR/NCISRU NEW ORLEANS LA will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy SEFO/CNGF, as appropriate. All other correspondence will use SENR.

MAILING AND LOCAL ADDRESS
400 RUSSELL AVE
BLDG 557
NEW ORLEANS LA 70143

TELEPHONES COMMERCIAL DSN PREFIX
OFFICE (504) 678-2257 678
UNCLAS FAX (504) 678-3968 678
AFTER HOURS SECURITY (504) 678-3333 678

DMS PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERVREP NEW ORLEANS LA NCIC/NLET ORI: NONE BASE STATION IDENTIFIER CODE: NFC 650
UIC: 42938

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE:
LOUISIANA: ALL PARISHES

PRINCIPAL INSTALLATIONS SERVICED: CG MARINE FORCES RESERVES; CG FOURTH MARINE AIR WING; CG FOURTH MARINE DIVISION; GC FOURTH MARINE LOGISTICS GROUP; MILITARY ENTRANCE PROCESSING STATION NEW ORLEANS; MILITARY SEALIFT COMMAND SURGE DETACHMENT NEW ORLEANS; NAVY AIR LOGISTICS OFFICE, NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT NEW ORLEANS; NAVAL
14DEC15

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (SENR/CNNR) NCISRU NEW ORLEANS LA DATA SHEET

OFFICE NEW ORLEANS
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 14DEC15

FROM: SEFO  GEN: SE-0026

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (SEOC/CNOC) NCISRU OKLAHOMA CITY OK DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: SEFO
PARENT NCISRA: SEDA/CNDA

NOTE: NCISRU OKLAHOMA CITY OK is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON control of Central Field Office as of 01NOV15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNOC, assigned to NCISRU OKLAHOMA CITY OK, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code SEOC/NCISRU OKLAHOMA CITY OK will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy SEFO/CNDA, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize SECC.

MAILING AND LOCAL ADDRESS
AFOSI DET 114 TINKER AFB OK
ATTN: NCIS
3540 C AVENUE, BLDG 3
TINKER AFB, OK 73145-9114

TELEPHONE                  COMMERCIAL      DSN
OFFICE:                    202-421-0518    NONE
RESIDENT AGENT            202-421-0518

DMAS PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERVRA DALLAS TX
NCIC/NLETS ORI: NONE
UIC: 34486

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE:
OKLAHOMA (ALL COUNTIES)
KANSAS (ALL COUNTIES)

PRINCIPAL INSTALLATIONS SERVICED:
CNAT; VQ-3; VQ-4; VQ-7
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 14DEC15

FROM: SEFO  GEN: SE-0019

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (SEPA/CNPA) NCISR U PASCAGOULA MS DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: SOUTHEAST FIELD OFFICE MAYPORT FL (SEFO) PARENT NCISRA: JACKSONVILLE FL (SEJX - FRAUD)

NOTE: NCISR U PASCAGOULA MS is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON of Central Field Office as of 01OCT15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNPA, assigned to NCISR U PASCAGOULA MS, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code SEPA/NCISR U PASCAGOULA MS will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy SEFO/SEJX, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize SEPA.

MAILING ADDRESS: LOCAL ADDRESS
PO BOX 1652  535 DELMAS AVE STE 23
PASCAGOULA MS 39568-1652  PASCAGOULA MS 39567

TELEPHONES COMMERCIAL DSN
OFFICE (228) 769-4455  457-4455
UNCLAS FAX (228) 769-2743  457-2743
AFTER HOURS SECURITY (228) 871-2361  868-2361

DMS PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERVREP PASCAGOULA MS NCIC/NLETS ORI: NONE UIC: 34414

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE:
ONLY MAJOR PROCUREMENT FRAUD INVESTIGATIONS/LEAD COVERAGE IN THE STATES OF MISSISSIPPI AND ALABAMA.

MISSISSIPPI: ALL COUNTIES

ALABAMA: MOBILE COUNTY AND ALL COUNTIES SOUTH OF INTERSTATE 20 EXCEPT BARBOUR, COFFEE, COVINGTON, CRENshaw, DALE, GENEVA, HENRY, HOUSTON AND PIKE.

PRINCIPAL INSTALLATIONS SERVICED:
SUPSHIP GULF COAST PASCAGOULA, MS; INGALLS SHIPBUILDING PASCAGOULA, MS; BAE SHIPBUILDING, MOBILE, AL; AUSTAL SHIPBUILDING, MOBILE, AL; LITTORAL COMBAT SHIP PRECOMM UNITS AUSTAL USA MOBILE, AL.
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION                                        14DEC15

FROM:  SEFO                                          GEN:  SE-0022

TO:  DIST

SUBJ:  NCIS-2 (SEPC/CNPC) NCISRU PANAMA CITY FL DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: SOUTHEAST FIELD OFFICE MAYPORT FL (SEFO) PARENT NCISRA: NCISRA PENSACOLA FL
(SEPF/CNPF)

NOTE: NCISRU PANAMA CITY FL is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON of Central Field Office as of 01OCT15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNPC, assigned to NCISRU PANAMA CITY FL, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code SEPC/NCISRU PANAMA CITY FL will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy SEFO/CNPF, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize SEPC.

MAILING ADDRESS                           LOCAL ADDRESS
NAVAL SUPPORT ACTIVITY                    NAVAL SUPPORT ACTIVITY
101 VERNON AVE. BLDG 304                  BLDG 304, ROOM 124
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL 32407-7018

TELEPHONES            COMMERCIAL                 DSN
OFFICE                 (850) 234-4306            436-4306/5695
UNCLAS FAX             (850) 234-4857 436-4857
SECURE PHONE
AFTER HOURS (SECURITY) (850) 234-4332 436-4332

NMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERVREP PANAMA CITY FL NCIC/NLET ORI: NONE
UIC: 34412

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE
ALABAMA: COUNTIES OF BARBOUR, COFFEE, COVINGTON, CRENSHAW, DALE, GENEVA, HENRY, HOUSTON, PIKE, RUSSELL

FLORIDA: COUNTIES OF BAY, CALHOUN, FRANKLIN, GADSEN, GULF, HOLMES, JACKSON, LIBERTY, WAKULLA, WALTON AND WASHINGTON

PRINCIPAL INSTALLATIONS SERVICED:
NAVAL SUPPORT ACTIVITY PANAMA CITY, NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER NSWC), PANAMA CITY, NAVY EXPERIMENTAL DIVING UNIT (NEDU), CENTER FOR EOD AND DIVING, NAVY DIVING AND SALVAGE
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

16DEC15

FROM: SEFO

GEN: SE-0034

TO: DIST

SUBJ: *CORRECTED COPY* NCIS-2 (SEPF/CNPF) NCISRA PENSACOLA FL DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: SOUTHEAST FIELD OFFICE MAYPORT FL (SEFO) SUBORDINATE NCISRU: AUSTIN TX (SEAU/CNAU); PANAMA CITY FL (SEPC/CNPC); FPD COLOMBIA (SEC); FPD HONDURAS (SETH); FPD GUATEMALA (SEGG)/ FPD EL SALVADOR (SESS)

NOTE: NCISRA PENSACOLA FL is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON of Central Field Office as of 01OCT15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNPF, assigned to NCISRA PENSACOLA FL, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code SEPF/NCISRA PENSACOLA FL will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy SEFO, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize SEPF.

NCISRA MAILING ADDRESS
821 SAN CARLOS ROAD
BUILDING 3813
NAVAL AIR STATION
PENSACOLA FL 32508-5133

LOCAL ADDRESS (CRIM/CT)
821 SAN CARLOS ROAD
BUILDING 3813
NAVAL AIR STATION
PENSACOLA FL 32508-5133

LOCAL ADDRESS (CI)

TELEPHONES

COMMERCIAL

OFFICE (CRIM/CT) (850) 452-4211 459
OFFICE (CI) (850) 452-6081 459
UNCLAS FAX (CRIM/CT) (850) 452-4282 459
UNCLAS FAX (CI) (850) 452-6193 459

(b)(6)
SSA (CRIM/CT/CI) (850) 452-4211 459
AFTER HOURS - DUTY AGENT VIA NAS SECURITY DEPT
(850) 452-3453/2453 459

NMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINSERVERA PENSACOLA FL NCIC/NLETS ORI: ILNIS1020
UIC: 67556

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE
ALL ALABAMA COUNTIES FOR CRIM AND CI/CT

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
PAGE 1

16DEC15

SUBJ: *CORRECTED COPY* NCIS-2 (SEPF/CNPF) NCISRA PENSACOLA FL DATA S

PRINCIPLE INSTALLATIONS SERVED:
NAS PENSACOLA; NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL INSTITUTE (NAMI); NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY (NAMRL); NAVAL AIR TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER (NATTC); MARINE AVIATION TRAINING SUPPORT GROUP 21 (MATS-21); NAVAL AVIATION SCHOOLS COMMAND (NASC); NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING COMMAND (NETC); NAVAL EDUCATION TRAINING AND SECURITY ASSISTANCE FIELD ACTIVITY (NETSAFA); NAVAL HOSPITAL PENSACOLA, NAVAL LEGAL SERVICE OFFICE CENTRAL (NLSC); REGION LEGAL SERVICE OFFICE SOUTHEAST DETACHMENT PENSACOLA; TRAWING-6; NAVAL OPERATION MEDICINE INSTITUTE (NOMI) HQ; NAVY FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION SQUADRON (BLUE ANGELS); VT-4; VT-10; VT-86; CENTER FOR INFORMATION DOMINANCE; CORRY STATION; NIOC PENSACOLA; SAUFLEY FIELD; NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER (NETPDC); NAS WHITING FIELD MILTON FL; TRAWING-5; NAVAL SCHOOL EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL (NAVSCHOLEOD) AT EGLIN AFB
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 14DEC15

FROM: SEFO  GEN: SE-0018

TO: DIST

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (SESL/CNSL) NCISRA ST LOUIS MO DATA SHEET

PARENT NCISFO: SOUTHEAST FIELD OFFICE MAYPORT FL (SEFO) SUBORDINATE NCISRU: SEMT/CNMT, SEDA/CNDA (FRAUD ONLY)

NOTE: NCISRA ST LOUIS MO is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON of Central Field Office as of 01NOV15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNSL, assigned to NCISRA ST LOUIS MO, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code SESL/NCISRA ST LOUIS MO will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy SEFO/CNMT, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize SESL.

MAILING ADDRESS LOCAL ADDRESS
NCISRA ST LOUIS NCISRA ST LOUIS
1 ARCHIVES DRIVE SUITE 350 1 ARCHIVES DRIVE SUITE 350
ST LOUIS, MO 63138 ST LOUIS, MO 63138

TELEPHONES COMMERCIAL NO DSN AVAILABLE
OFFICE: (314)538-2323/4
UNCLAS FAX: (314)538-2325
AFTER HOURS: (DUTY CELLPHONE)

**********NO SIPRNET CAPABILITY**********

NMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINSERVRA ST LOUIS MO
NCIC/ NLETS ORI: NONE
UIC: 34418

TERRITORIAL COVERAGE:
MISSOURI: ALL COUNTIES
ILLINOIS: SOUTHERN AREA
ADDITIONALLY: RECORD INQUIRIES FOR THE NATIONAL PERSONNEL RECORDS CENTER (NPRC) AND VETERANS AFFAIRS OFFICE
PRINCIPAL INSTALLATIONS SERVICED:
NATIONAL PERSONNEL RECORDS CENTER (NPRC), ST LOUIS, MO; FORT LEONARDWOOD, MO;
MCDONNELL-BOEING CORP, ST LOUIS, MO; MARCORCRUITSTA, ST LOUIS, MO; NOSC ST LOUIS, MO;
NOSC SPRINGFIELD, MO; NOSC KANSAS CITY, MO; NOSC CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO; NROTCU, COLUMBIA,
MO; SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE, IL
NOTE: NCISRU SAN ANTONIO TX is no longer under the ADCON/OPCON control of Central Field Office as of 01NOV15. Currently, Consolidated Law Enforcement Operations Center (CLEOC) still identifies the code of CNSO, assigned to NCISRU SAN ANTONIO TX, and will be used for reporting purposes when using CLEOC. Upon implementation of the Naval Justice Information System (NJIS), the new office code SECO/NCISRU SAN ANTONIO TX will not be used until NJIS comes online. Please copy SEFO/CNDA, as appropriate. All other correspondence will utilize SESO.
14DEC15

SUBJ: NCIS-2 (SESO/CNSO) NCISRA SAN ANTONIO DATA SHEET

NOSC SAN ANTONIO, TX; H CO, MCSB MTEC; RANDOLPH AFB DLI; LACKLAND AFB; NSGA MEDINA SAN ANTONIO; MCRD SAN ANTONIO
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 28MAY15

FROM: SWND  GEN: ND-0011

TO: DIST

SUBJ: **CORRECTED COPY**NCIS-2: (SWXE) NCISREP USS ESSEX (LHD 2) DATA SHEET

ADCON: SWXE  OPCON: SWXE

Mailing Address:
NCISREP USS ESSEX (LHD 2)
ATTN SAA
USS ESSEX (LHD 2)
FPO AP 96643-1661

NMSG PLA: NAVCRIMINVSERVREP XRAY ECHO//SWXE (PENDING)

The NCIS agent assigned to USS Essex (LHD 2) is Special Agent Afloat (b)(6) who will provide criminal, force protection, counterterrorism and counterintelligence support to all serviced commands. Send all leads to SWXE with an info copy to SWND.

Commands Serviced:
COMPHIBRON THREE (CPR-3)
USS ESSEX (LHD 2)
USS ANCHORAGE (LPD 23)
USS RUSHMORE (LSD 47)
15TH MARINE EXPEDITIONARY UNIT (15TH MEU)

DISTRIBUTION
NCISHQ: ALL DEPARTMENTS AND DIRECTORATES
INFO: WWSSD